
 

 Label the script elements 

Below are the generally accepted 8 key elements of a script. Read these carefully. Then 
look closely at the pages from JUNO (2007) on the next few pages. Using the space 
around the script, label where each of these elements have been used; an example page 
is included, though every example of each element has not been labelled. You may wish 
to label the remaining ones. 
 
Scene Heading (Also known as a Slugline) 
The Scene Heading or Slugline tells the reader where the scene takes place. There are two 
main choices to begin with, are we indoors or outdoors? If it’s indoors the Scene Heading 
should begin with (INT.). If outdoors write (EXT.) Then, name the location: for example, 
BEDROOM, LIVING ROOM, at SCHOOL, near a FIELD. Finally, if relevant, include the time 
of day - NIGHT, DAY, DUSK, DAWN. The Scene Heading should be a simple and direct way 
of setting a scene.  
 
Action 
The Action sets the scene, describes the setting, and allows you to introduce your 
characters and set the stage for your story. Ensure that you write in the present tense. Some 
exceptions may be made in some instances, but even scenes like flashbacks need to be 
written in the present tense. Also make sure that you write in the active voice (a door 
slammed shut) and not the passive voice (a door is slammed shut).  
 
Character Name 
Character names should be formatted in uppercase letters (all caps). The first time that a 
character is introduced give their age, if relevant, directly afterwards. A character’s name can 
also be a description (ANGRY MAN) or an occupation (TEACHER). Sometimes, you might 
have DETECTIVE #1 and then DETECTIVE #2 speaking if they are not important 
characters. If the name is given to indicate that the character is about to say something, type 
their name on a new line, ensure that it is centralised and type the dialogue underneath, now 
aligned to the left of the page.  
 
Dialogue 
DIALOGUE is a generic term name given for when anyone on screen speaks. Technically, a 
“dialogue” should involve two people talking whereas “monologue” is the term for one person 
talking. For the purposes of this guide, dialogue will refer to a conversation between 
characters, when a character talks out loud to him/herself and also when a character is off-
screen and only a voice is heard. This should not be confused with a voice over.  
 
Parenthetical 
Meaning, to include in brackets, a Parenthetical remark is used to provide more information 
about how a character says or does something. Generally they are adverbs and they can be 
an attitude, verbal direction or action direction for the actor who is speaking the part. These 
must be short, to the point, descriptive, and only used if there is no other way to make this 
point.  
 
Extensions 
Extensions are notes placed to the right of the Character name. They are often included in 
parenthesis. They denote how the character's voice will be heard by the audience. An Off-
Screen voice can be heard from a character out of the camera range, or from another room 
altogether. This can be shown on the script as O.S (off screen) or O.C (off camera). The 
other common extension is the use of a voice over. This is shown on a script as V.O. The 
V.O is the narrator, can reflect on something and/or describe something.   
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